Challenges in applying autofocus technology to low vision telescopes.
Autofocus (AF) low vision telescopes offer the potential to increase the acceptance and utilization of such low vision aids (LVA) by the visually impaired. Many patients resist conventional manual focus telescopes for a variety of reasons including appearance, field of view, weight, and utility. The elderly who comprise the significant part of the target population may also resist telescopes due to an avoidance of the technical challenge of its use. Although an AF telescope is technically advanced, it may allow for less manipulation by the wearer and hence enable its more effective application to visual tasks, especially in the near- to mid-range where depths of field narrow and the demands for focusing increase. There are many challenges involved in the application of AF technology to LVA including modification of the focusing range, signal processing for physiologically acceptable performance, and power and weight considerations. A preliminary infrared (IR) AF prototype based upon our recent work with the Ocutech Vision Enhancing System (VES) has been produced. Initial findings are presented which address the requirements of a subsequent version as well as the challenges that will be faced to optimize such a device.